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Etihad Airways has gone live on the Rich Content and Branding product from Travelport, with Etihad’s Fare 

Choices structure fully enabled to search, sell and book through the Smartpoint platform. 

 

Product innovation is at the foundation of Etihad Airways’ recent move to allow customers to further tailor 

and customise their travel experience through their Fare Choices offering.  

 

This is where Travelport’s Rich Content & Branding initiative is leading the industry by allowing airlines to 

effectively display their full range of services and provide accurate comparisons to travel agents and their 

customers, whether for airport or on-board services through the use of clear imagery and descriptions. 

 

As airlines like Abu Dhabi-based Etihad Airways increasingly compete to effectively drive revenue through 

differentiation and initiatives such as Fare Choices, they face the challenge when selling their products 

indirectly of ensuring the travel agent and traveller community have clarity and transparency on their 

increasingly differentiated offering. 

 

Travelport’s revolutionary Rich Content & Branding product now enables Etihad Airways to seamlessly 

integrate Fare Choices into travel agency screens with the ability for Etihad Airways to vary descriptions 

and imagery. 

 

This is done, for example, by aircraft type, and controls how each individual fare is described and 

presented with clear information on the services included, versus those that are excluded or chargeable 

along with a simple to read matrix display to summarize that information across all fare brands. 

 



 
 

 

Peter Baumgartner, Etihad Airways chief commercial officer, said: “We are fully committed to supporting 

travel agents in promoting and tailoring our products to meet the needs of our guests. 

 

“In collaboration with our partner Travelport, we are delighted to provide travel agents and our guests with 

a greater understanding and transparency of our products in line with the values we stand for. 

 

“At Etihad Airways, it’s all about providing guests and trade partners with the greatest levels of choice and 

innovative products that differentiate ourselves from our competitors.” 


